The first stage of processing in the IBM Watsoni system is to perform a detailed analysis of the question in order to determine what it is asking for and how best to approach answering it. Question analysis uses Watson's parsing and semantic analysis capabilities: a deep Slot Grammar parser, a named entity recognizer, a co-reference resolution component, and a relation extraction component. We apply numerous detection rules and classifiers using features from this analysis to detect critical elements of the question, including: 1) the part of the question that is a reference to the answer (the focus); 2) terms in the question that indicate what type of entity is being asked for (lexical answer types); 3) a classification of the question into one or more of several broad types; and 4) elements of the question that play particular roles that may require special handling, for example, nested subquestions that must be separately answered. We describe how these elements are detected and evaluate the impact of accurate detection on our end-to-end question-answering system accuracy.
Introduction
The question-answering process in IBM Watson*, like that of most other question-answering systems, begins with a question analysis phase that attempts to determine what the question is asking for and how best to approach answering it. Broadly speaking, question analysis receives as input the unstructured text question and identifies syntactic and semantic elements of the question, which are encoded as structured information that is later used by the other components of Watson. Nearly all of Watson's components depend in some way on the information produced by question analysis.
Question analysis is built on a foundation of general-purpose parsing and semantic analysis components. Although these components are largely domain-independent, some tuning to the special locutions of Jeopardy!** questions has been done, which we describe in this paper.
Based on this foundation, we apply numerous detection rules and classifiers to identify several critical elements of the question. There are a variety of such elements, each of which is vital to different parts of Watson's processing.
The most important elements are the focus, lexical answer types (LATs), Question Classification, and Question Sections (QSections). The definitions of these terms refer to the following example Jeopardy! question: The focus is the part of the question that is a reference to the answer. In the example above, the focus is Bhe[. (In the case where multiple words refer to the answer, it is generally sufficient to detect one focus and then apply general-purpose co-reference resolution to find the other references.) The focus is used, for example, by algorithms that attempt to align the question with a potential supporting passage [1] ; for proper alignment, the answer in the passage should align with the focus in the question.
LATs are terms in the question that indicate what type of entity is being asked for. The headword of the focus is generally a LAT, but questions often contain additional LATs, and in the Jeopardy! domain, categories are an additional source of LATs. In the example, LATs are Bhe[, Bclerk[, and Bpoet[. LATs are used by Watson's type coercion components [2] to determine whether a candidate answer is an instance of the answer types.
Question Classification identifies the question as belonging to one or more of several broad types. The example question is of the most common class, Factoid, but many Jeopardy! questions are of other classes such as Definition, Multiple-Choice, Puzzle, Common Bonds, Fill-in-the-Blanks, and Abbreviation. These Question Classes (QClasses) are used to tune the question-answering process by invoking different answering techniques [3] , different machine learning models [4] , or both.
QSections are question fragments whose interpretation requires special handling. Some of the most important uses of QSections are to identify lexical constraints on the answer (e.g., B4-letter[ or B3-word[) and to decompose a question into multiple subquestions [5] .
Most of our rule-based question analysis components are implemented in Prolog [6, 7] , a well-established standard for representing pattern-matching rules. Our implementation can analyze a question in a fraction of a second, which is necessary to be competitive at the Jeopardy! task.
Nearly all other question-answering systems include some form of question analysis. A large number of these systems have been developed under the influence of organized evaluation efforts such as TREC/TAC (Text REtrieval Conference/Text Analytics Conference) [8] and CLEF (Cross-Language Evaluation Forum) [9] . They have a strong emphasis on factoid questions such as BWhich was the first movie that James Dean was in?[ and BWhat is the population of Japan?[ However, Jeopardy! questions are often more complex than these typically studied factoid questions; thus, accurate question analysis is more difficult [10] . In addition, Jeopardy! questions are organized into categories, and determining how to make use of the name of the category is an important and challenging task that does not exist in prior work.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we summarize the parsing and semantic analysis capabilities that provide the foundation for question analysis, and we discuss how they were adapted to the unique challenges presented by Jeopardy! questions. Next, we explain how we implemented rule-based portions of question analysis using Prolog. Then, we discuss focus and LAT detection in more detail, evaluate the accuracy of our implementation, and evaluate its impact on our end-to-end question-answering performance. This is followed by a similar discussion and evaluation of Question Classification and QSection detection. Finally, we compare Watson's question analysis with that of other question-answering systems and conclude with a summary of this paper.
Foundation of question analysis
Parsing and semantic analysis Watson's parsing and semantic analysis suite is composed of the Slot Grammar parser ESG (English Slot Grammar) with an associated predicate-argument structure (PAS) builder [11] , a named entity recognizer (NER), a co-reference resolution component, and a relation extraction component [12] .
ESG is used to parse each sentence in a question into a tree that shows both surface structure and deep logical structure. Each tree node has attached to it: 1) a word or a multiword term with an associated predicate and its logical arguments; 2) a list of features, some morphosyntactic, others semantic; and 3) the left and right modifiers of the node, each with the slot it fills. The deep structure lies in the predicates and their arguments. The predicate arguments are other tree nodes, but they may come from remote positions of the tree or may be the active-form (logical) arguments in passives. Such predications are useful for building logical forms and working with standardized relations associated with the predicates. The PAS builder produces a simplification of the ESG parse. In the PAS, parses with small variations in syntax are mapped to a common form, which assists in subsequent pattern matching.
In the example question from the introduction, parsing and semantic analysis identify, among many other things, predications publish(e1, he, ''Songs of a Sourdough'') and in(e2, e1, 1907), the latter saying that publishing event e1 occurred in 1907. It also resolves the co-reference of the two occurrences of Bhe[ and Bclerk[, identifies BYukon[ as a geopolitical entity and BSongs of a Sourdough[ as a composition, and extracts relations such as authorOf(focus, ''Songs of a Sourdough'') and temporalLink(publish(. . .), 1907).
Question analysis adaptations
On the Jeopardy! show, questions are displayed in all uppercase, and this is exactly how Watson received them. Although this does not present much trouble to the human contestants, it does present challenges for a computer. Mixed case provides information, for example, to indicate proper names or titles. Our existing parsing and semantic analysis capabilities were developed for mixed case and heavily relied on these cues. To address this problem, we apply a statistical true-caser component that has been trained on many thousands of correctly cased example phrases [13] .
ESG has been adapted in several ways to the special locutions of Jeopardy! questions. In place of Bwh[ pronouns, Jeopardy! questions typically use Bthis/these[ and Bhe/she/ it[, which sometimes leads to constructions that are very rare in English, as in BA stock that is a low risk investment is a blue this[. The parser was adapted to handle these. In addition, a fair number of Jeopardy! questions consist only of noun phrases. Although ESG had been developed to handle text segments of any phrase type (not just complete sentences), noun phrases occur much more frequently in Jeopardy! questions than in average English; hence, modifications were made to the parser to prefer noun phrases under certain conditions. For example, in the noun-phrase question, BNumber of poems Emily Dickinson gave permission to publish during her lifetime,[ early versions of ESG preferred an awkward verb-phrase analysis with Bpublish[ as the main verb; this has been corrected since. In spite of these adaptations, care was taken not to degrade parsing of normal English. This is done in part by use of switches for the parser that are turned on only when parsing Jeopardy! questions.
Our co-reference component also required adaptation because Jeopardy! questions often include an unbound pronoun as an indicator of the focus, which is not expected in normal text. For example, in the question, BAstronaut Dave Bowman is brought back to life in his recent novel 3001: The Final Odyssey,[ the Bhis[ refers to the answer (Arthur C. Clarke), not Dave Bowman. We addressed this by running focus finding before co-reference resolution and adapting our co-reference processing to be focus-aware.
Special-purpose relations
In addition to being applied to general text [12] , our relation extraction component has also been adapted in two ways to meet the specific characteristics and idiosyncrasies of Jeopardy! questions. On the one hand, special-purpose relations of particular relevance to Jeopardy! are identified, and relation detectors for them are developed. On the other hand, some of the same underlying pattern-matching mechanisms that are used for relation detection can also be used to identify certain (non-relational) aspects of Jeopardy! questions, which are subsequently used in Question Classification and special question processing.
Special-purpose relations address Jeopardy!-specific locutions, which express relationships common enough in the genre of Jeopardy! questions, but not necessarily frequent enough to warrant the development of relation extractors situated within the parsing and semantic analysis suite of relations. Their frequency in Jeopardy!, however, is sufficiently high that detecting and exposing them can make a difference to subsequent components. Such relations include (see example questions in Table 1 ) the following: alternate names for the focus element, temporal arithmetic in questions, and geospatial relations. We also detect relations called rdfTriple that identify individual facts within a complex question and enable a general approach for checking whether these facts are true.
For certain classes of questions, we deploy a separate line of processing using semantic frames. Broadly speaking, a frame gathers typical and characteristic properties of an entity or an event: examples of frames we use for Jeopardy! question answering include books, presidents, countries/ states, and awards (e.g., Bwho was awarded/won what, for what, and when[). The notion is that, by knowing the values and the semantics of some of a frame's slots, domain-specific reasoning could lead to the value of the slot element that is the focus of the question [14] . The deep semantic relations framework is well suited for detecting and instantiating slot values, and an adaptation for that purpose is a part of the semantic frame-based answering pipeline. As an example, the question BHis 2 acting Oscars have been awarded for playing a tough cop in 1971 and a brutal sheriff in 1992[ leads to the identification of the following relations: awardType(Oscar), awardWinner(focus), awardRole(tough_cop), and awardCategory(acting). These are then used by a general frame instantiation mechanism (this example would lead to two frame instances, identical in all but the awardRole slot). Given that the machinery and methods for pattern-driven relation detection are, fundamentally, developed for pattern matching over PAS configurations, they can be directly applied to a task different from relational analysis: identification of QSections (i.e., text segments in questions associated with certain question characteristics), which can also be used to influence Question Classification. For example, see the discussion of abbreviation question detection and question decomposition in the section BQuestion Classification and QSection detection[, below.
Prolog implementation of rules
As in most of Watson, question analysis is implemented as a pipeline of components assembled using the Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) [15] . Most of the question analysis tasks in the Watson project are implemented as rules over the PAS and various external databases such as WordNet** [16] . We required a language in which we could conveniently express a large number of rules over a dependency-based parse, including matching over long-distance relationships. We found that Prolog was the ideal choice for the language because of its simplicity and expressiveness.
Prolog was a natural fit for integration with UIMA, as shown in Figure 1 . In UIMA, the common analysis structure (CAS) is a dynamic data structure that contains unstructured data (i.e., data whose intended meaning is still to be inferred) and structured information inferred from this data, encoded as feature structures. The translation of the CAS to Prolog facts is straightforward. Each CAS feature structure is assigned a unique integer ID. Each feature (property) of that feature structure becomes a fact of the form feature_name(id, value). If the value of a feature is another feature structure, then the ID of the target feature structure is used in the value slot of the Prolog fact. Array values are represented as Prolog lists. Any new facts that result from querying Prolog rules are asserted back into show the CAS as new feature structures and will be subsequently passed to annotators after the current one in the UIMA pipeline.
For example, the PAS nodes produced by the parsing and semantic analysis annotators are represented as Prolog facts such as the following (the numbers representing unique identifiers for PAS nodes):
partOfSpeech (2,verb) . lemma(3,''Songs of a Sourdough''). partOfSpeech (3,noun) . subject(2,1). object (2, 3) . Such facts were consulted into a Prolog system, and several rule sets were executed to detect the focus of the question, the LAT, and several relations between the elements of the parse. For example, a simplified rule for detecting the authorOf relation can be written in Prolog as follows:
The author and composition predicates, not shown, apply constraints on the nodes (i.e., Bhe[ and BSongs of a Sourdough[, respectively) to rule out nodes that are not valid fillers for the author and composition roles in the relation.
This rule, applied to the example, results in the new fact authorOf(1, 3), which is recorded and passed to downstream components in the Watson pipeline.
Prior to our decision to use Prolog for this task, we had implemented custom pattern-matching frameworks over parses. These frameworks ended up replicating some of the features of Prolog but lacked the full feature set of Prolog or the efficiency of a good Prolog implementation. Using Prolog for this task has significantly improved our productivity in developing new pattern-matching rules and has delivered the execution efficiency necessary to be competitive in a Jeopardy! game. We have implemented different Prolog rule sets for shallow and deep relation extraction [12] , focus detection, LAT detection, Question Classification, and QSection detection. In all, these rule sets consist of more than 6,000 Prolog clauses.
Focus and LAT detection
We begin our discussion of focus and LAT detection by presenting a set of baseline patterns that are readily observable from Jeopardy! questions and that are simple to implement. We then show where this simple baseline is inadequate and demonstrate improvements that we have made.
Baseline focus and LAT detection
The baseline focus detection implementation consists of the following patterns, in order of their priority, with ties broken by taking the lexically first. Each is illustrated by an example, where the italicized phrase is the focus and its headword is in bold. Although these rules are straightforward, the requirements they impose on the parser may be challenging. It is critical for the parser to correctly attach the determiner Bthis[ to its headword; note that as in BThis Sir Arthur Conan Doyle canine classic,[ the headword is often not the word immediately following Bthis.[ It is also very important for the parser to correctly distinguish a noun-phrase question from a verb phrase. As previously noted, we have made some improvements to ESG in this regard.
The baseline LAT detection approach generally chooses the focus headword as the only LAT, with the only exceptions as follows (focus in italics and LAT in bold):
If the focus is a conjunction, extract the conjuncts: HENRY VIII: Henry destroyed the Canterbury Cathedral Tomb of this saint and chancellor of Henry II. BhFocusi of X[. extract LAT X when hFocusi is any of one/name/type/kind: HERE, PIGGY, PIGGY, PIGGY: Many a mom has compared her kid's messy room to this kind of hog enclosure. BhFocusi for X[. extract LAT X when hFocusi is any of name/word/term: COMPANY NAME ORIGINS: James Church chose this name for his product because the symbols of the god Vulcan represented power. If no focus was detected and the category is a noun phase, take headword of the category as LAT:
Improving detection within a question
The simple baseline rules are reasonably precise, but they do make some mistakes, and there are many useful LATs that are not detected. In this section, we present some of the common failure cases that we have addressed. At this point, we consider only how to use the portion of the question excluding the category; the category is addressed in the next section. The following examples all represent cases where the baseline patterns fail: 
Estimating LAT confidence
The LAT detection rules, particularly those that operate on the category, can produce false positives. Since some LAT detection rules are more reliable than others, we would like to have a confidence value in each LAT that can be used to weight each LAT appropriately during answer scoring. To accomplish this, we trained a logistic regression classifier using a manually annotated LAT gold standard. The classifier uses the focus and LAT rules that have fired as features, along with other features from the parse, NER, and the prior probability of a particular word being a LAT. Low-confidence LATs are filtered to improve precision.
Learning LATs from previous questions in a category
Finally, during the play of a game, Watson can adjust its category LAT detection by learning from prior (question, answer) pairs that have been revealed within the category. For each word in the category, Watson hypothesizes that that word could have been a LAT and checks whether correct answers to prior questions have been instances of that type. We have precomputed statistics over large numbers of historical Jeopardy! questions that tell us the probability that a category word that has been used as a LAT on a given number of prior questions will continue to be used as a LAT in subsequent questions. These probabilities were computed separately for the case where a LAT detection rule had selected the category word and the case where no rule applied. We set the LAT confidence value of the category word to be equal to this probability estimate, overriding the value that was produced by the logistic regression classifier. As mentioned, low-confidence LATs are filtered. This procedure can infer entirely new LATs that would not have been detected by the rules. This increased the probability that Bmonth[ would be a LAT for subsequent clues in the category, although it was still far from certain. As Watson saw more correct answers within the category, this probability increased and Watson was able to produce months as its top answers to the later clues in the category.
Evaluation
We compared the accuracy of LAT detection (and, indirectly, focus detection, which it depends on) between the baseline rules (from the BBaseline focus and LAT detection[ section above) and the complete Watson system (with all of the improvements we have just presented). For the evaluation, we used a manually annotated set of 9,128 questions. We used ten-fold cross validation to train and evaluate our statistical LAT classifier. The results are shown in The results show that the baseline patterns are reasonably precise but are severely lacking in recall. Much of the work on Watson's focus and LAT detection has been directed toward improving the recall without sacrificing precision. The improvement in the Per Question Recall indicates that, in 6.5% of Jeopardy! questions, Watson detects a correct LAT that was not found by the baseline patterns. We expect that this will greatly improve Watson's chances of coming up with the correct answer to those questions. One common class of error occurred when the human annotator chose a multiword term as a LAT, but Watson chose just the headword. This decision can be somewhat subjective according to our definition of LAT. Examples of To directly measure the impact of accurate LAT detection (and, indirectly, that of focus detection) on the end-to-end question-answering system, we created a configuration of the Watson system in which the focus and LAT detection is replaced by the baseline patterns. These different system configurations are evaluated on an unseen test set of roughly 3,500 questions. The results are shown in Table 3 . Comparing the second row (baseline focus and LAT detection) with the fourth row (Watson's full focus and LAT detection) shows that with its full focus and LAT detection, Watson answers an additional 3.5% of questions correctly. This improvement is statistically significant by McNemar's test [17] with p G 0:01.
Question Classification and QSection detection
The Jeopardy! domain includes a wide variety of kinds of questions, and we have found that a one-size-fits-all approach to answering them is not ideal. In addition, some parts of a question may play special roles and can benefit from specialized handling. One of the important jobs of question analysis is to identify these QClasses and QSections.
Question Classification
We have defined a set of QClasses to guide processing after question analysis. In some cases, a question may not be answerable at all by our default factoid answering approaches, and classification of the question into a specialized type is essential, for example:
13) BEFORE & AFTER: 13th Century Venetian traveler
who's a Ralph Lauren short sleeve top with a collar. 14) THE SOUTHERNMOST CAPITAL CITY: Helsinki, Moscow, Bucharest.
In example 13, the correct answer (BMarco Polo shirt[) will never even appear in our sources; therefore, our basic factoid question-answering approaches will never succeed. In example 14, the default factoid system would always fail because the correct answer (BBucharest[) appears in the question, which, for most questions, we do not allow. Other classes of questions may not be impossible for the factoid approaches to answer but may still benefit from some processing that is not appropriate for general question types. Table 4 lists Watson's QClasses along with their frequency, manually measured over a set of approximately 3,500 Jeopardy! questions.
We detect QClasses using a variety of techniques. The recognizers are independent of one another; hence, more than one QClass can be potentially associated with any particular question. There are some pairwise incompatibilities, which are enforced by a QClassConsolidator process that runs after recognition and removes the less preferred of any mutually inconsistent QClass pair.
The QClasses PUZZLE, BOND, FITB (Fill-in-the blank), and BOND, and MULTIPLE-CHOICE have fairly standard representations in Jeopardy! and are detected primarily by regular expressions. Presumably, because humans themselves require a signal in order to use different answering techniques, PUZZLE and BOND questions are almost always indicated by a familiar phrase (e.g., BBEFORE & AFTER[, BANAGRAMS[, and BCOMMON BONDS[), possibly with a domain-indicating modifier, in the category alone. Simple regular expression patterns are used to detect these and observed and anticipated synonyms (such as BJUMBLED[ or BSCRAMBLED[ for anagrams). FITB is detected by regular expressions over the question text, which match either underscores appearing in the question or (more typically) quoted phrases adjacent to the focus. MULTIPLE-CHOICE is detected either when the category provides a sequence of (usually three) items and the question provides a relation used to select the correct answer, or vice versa. More details on these Bspecial[ question types are provided in [3] .
Other QClasses do not have such standard representations and are identified by syntactic rules that match over the PAS. The ETYMOLOGY QClass is triggered by the pattern BFrom hlanguagei for hphrasei, hfocusi . . .,[ as well as many other similar patterns. The VERB QClass is detected by cases where the focus is the object of Bdo[ (as shown in the example in Table 4 ) or in definition-style questions involving an infinitive (e.g., BThis 7-letter word means to presage or forebode[). The TRANSLATION QClass can be triggered either by a pattern over the question PAS (Bhfocusi is hlanguagei for hphrasei[) or cases where the question is just a simple phrase with no focus and the category specifies a language to translate to or from.
The QClasses NUMBER and DATE are dependent only on the LAT and are detected when the LAT is a member of a manually created list of LATs that have numbers or dates as instances. The DEFINITION QClass is difficult to identify with great accuracy, but this is compensated for by the fact that our standard question-answering approach is reasonably good at handling these questions; hence, detection accuracy is not as critical as it is for the other QClasses. Definition questions are identified by key phrases such as Bis the word for[ and Bmeans[, as well as a small number of recurring category types such as BCROSSWORD CLUES[. The CATEGORY-RELATION QClass is detected when the question text is just a single entity or a short list of entities (there is no focus detected). This QClass is suppressed if a more specific QClass applies.
Of particular interest is the detection of the ABBREVIATION QClass, which applies to questions in which the expansion of an abbreviation is sought. We recognize the ABBREVIATION QClass in a way that is similar to our LAT detection approach: rule-based recognition combined with a statistical classifier that makes the final decision primarily on the basis of the learned reliability of each rule. The rule-based recognizer includes regular expression patterns that capture canonical ways that abbreviation questions may be expressed in Jeopardy! (example 16), as well as rules that match against the PAS of the question, to capture more complex syntactic variations for questions that seek abbreviation expansions (example 15). We train a logistic regression model, in which each of these rules is used as a binary feature, along with features that indicate the number of previously seen abbreviation questions in the same category. Questions that are classified in the ABBREVIATION QClass employ a special solving technique to produce expansions as candidate answers, as described in [3] . Altogether, many types of QSections are recognized. Some of the more important are as follows.
LexicalConstraintVA phrase such as Bthis 4-letter word[ that should not be used in a query but is critical for selecting the correct answer. AbbreviationVA term in a question that is identified as an abbreviation, which is associated with its possible expansions. For questions of QClass ABBREVIATION, one of these Abbreviation QSections is further identified as the abbreviation whose expansion is sought. SubQuestionSpanVWhen a question can be decomposed into two or more disjoint sections that individually indicate or contribute to the answer, these sections are marked as SubQuestionSpans. Some of the more complex Factoids, as well as all BBEFORE & AFTER[s, most BRHYME TIME[s, and double definitions such as the first DEFINITION example in Table 4 , get SubQuestionSpan annotations [3, 5] . McAnswerVThe (usually three) strings that represent the answer choices in a multiple-choice question are marked with a McAnswer QSection. FITBVThis annotates the string that adjoins the focus term (i.e., the text that forms the term or expression that the focus completes).
Evaluation
We evaluated the accuracy of our Question Classification against a manually annotated gold standard of approximately 3,500 questions. The results are shown in Table 5 . Over all the QClasses, we achieved an F measure of 0.637. Individually, many of the QClasses have a much higher F measure. The class with the lowest detection F measure is DEFINITION, perhaps because it is one of the more subjective classifications. Errors in DEFINITION detection often do not hurt, however, because definition questions and factoid questions are similar enough that they can be often correctly answered even with an incorrect QClass identification. Also of note is that the PUZZLE class has low recall because there are many infrequently occurring types of puzzles for which it was not worthwhile to develop specialized detection mechanisms.
To measure the impact on the end-to-end question-answering system, we compared the full Watson system to a configuration that had the QClass and QSection detection entirely removed (baseline system). The results are shown in 
Related work
It is common in question-answering systems to represent a question as a graph either of syntactic relations in a parse or PAS [18] [19] [20] or of deep semantic relations in a handcrafted ontology [21] [22] [23] . Watson uses both approaches.
The concept of a question focus has been used in prior work [24] but often does not have a clear definition. The most comprehensive discussion of focus detection can be found in Bunescu and Huang [25] , who define a focus as Bthe set of all maximal noun phrases in the question that co-refer with the answer.[ They also state that these focus words can be used to influence the selection of the answer type. They do not have a separate concept of a LAT and, thus, do not mention a way for a word to not be a focus but still influence the answer type. We have found it essential to make the focus/LAT distinction because of Watson's heterogeneous set of answer-scoring algorithms, some of which attempt to align an answer in a passage with the focus in the question, and others that use the LAT to determine whether the candidate answer is of the correct type. For example, in the question BHe was elected president in 1868,[ the word Bpresident[ is clearly a LAT, but we do not want to consider it a focus since it would be wrong to align it with an answer in a passage (we do not expect the answer to this question to appear as the complement of Belect[).
Most other question-answering systems use question analysis to identify a semantic answer type from a fixed ontology of known types [19, [26] [27] [28] [29] . Because of the very broad domain that Jeopardy! questions cover, this is not practical. Instead, we employ a separation of concerns where question analysis identifies the LAT, but the type coercion components determine semantics. The work that is perhaps most similar to our concept of LAT is that of Pinchak and Lin [30] , who directly use the words in the question for answer typing, although they have one specific algorithm for evaluating candidate answers on the basis of how often they appear in the same context in the corpus, whereas Watson identifies LATs independently of how they are used and then applies a suite of type coercion algorithms [2] .
In prior work, there is often not a clear distinction between Question Classification and answer type detection. For example, some systems [26, 27] have QClasses for abbreviation expansion (which we also consider a QClass), as well as various types of Human and Entity (which we cover under LAT detection). We treat these concepts separately since a question such as BThis television network is abbreviated ABC[ is an abbreviation expansion question that also specifies the semantic type of the entity. Question Classification and QSection detection to the extent done in Watson has not been the subject of previous work, mainly because the TREC question sets [8] used by most of the prior question-answering work do not exhibit the wide variety of QClasses that Jeopardy! does [10] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the processes by which Watson analyzes a question. Question analysis is built on a foundation of general-purpose parsing and semantic analysis, although the style of Jeopardy! questions and the requirements of question analysis have necessitated some adaptation of those capabilities. Question analysis is primarily concerned with the identification of four critical elements, namely, focus, LAT, Question Classification, and QSection. This is a more comprehensive view of question analysis than that covered by prior work, which includes only some of these elements and often conflates them.
Many of the requirements of question analysis are handled by pattern matching over data structures from parsing and semantic analysis. We chose to use Prolog for this task since it is a well-established standard that is very flexible and well suited for representing pattern-matching rules. Our implementation is efficient enough to analyze a question in a fraction of a second, which is critical for competing at Jeopardy!.
We have evaluated our implementation in terms of its performance on the LAT detection and Question Classification tasks, as well as its impact on Watson's end-to-end question-answering accuracy. For the evaluation, we proposed a baseline question analysis implementation based on easily observable patterns from Jeopardy! questions and have shown that our question analysis provides a significant improvement in the question-answering accuracy over this baseline.
In all, the Watson system with its full question analysis capabilities correctly answers an additional 5.9% of questions versus the system that includes baseline focus and LAT detection and no QClass and QSection detection. On the basis of our analysis of human Jeopardy! performance [10] , an accuracy reduction of this magnitude would substantially degrade Watson's chances to win a Jeopardy! game against good human competition. 
